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WORKBOOK - MANAGING OVERSEAS TRADING PARTNERS 
 
 
SLIDE 2 QUESTION 1 

Do all of your staff know WHY you are exporting ? What should you do to ensure they do not lose 
sight of this ? 
 
SLIDE 2 QUESTION 2 

Have you reached the stage you are at on the back of sound research ? What further overseas 
research should you be doing in order to continue moving forwards ? 
 
SLIDE 4 QUESTION 3 

How appropriate would a “direct to user” approach be for your product or service ? How might it 
work in some markets but not in others ? 
 
SLIDE 5 QUESTION 4 

Should you consider the fulfilment house route in some markets to retain more control ? How 
might it work ? 
 
SLIDES 6/7 QUESTION 5 

Draw up the characteristics of sales agents and distributors (resellers). How might the two 
different routes work for you in different markets ? 
 
SLIDES 6/7 QUESTION 6 

What factors have you considered when choosing between the agent and distributor options ? 
 
SLIDES 8-12 QUESTION 7 

 Looking to the future, which other routes to market might be appropriate for you in export markets 
?  At what stage should you consider them ? 
 
SLIDE 13 QUESTION 8 

Compare the different routes to market and the varying levels of control. Compare also the levels 
of investment and support for each. 
 
SLIDE 15 QUESTION 9 

What is unique or different about your products and services ? Can potential customers in export 
markets easily recognise those benefits ? 
 
SLIDE 15 QUESTION 10 

Compared with local competitors, what shortcomings do your products or services have ? What 
can you do to overcome these, and at what cost ? 
 
SLIDE 15 QUESTION 11 

In view of the language understood by customers in your target export markets, what else could 
you do to improve your packaging and labelling ? 
 
SLIDE 15 QUESTION 12 

What additional support could you give your overseas trading partners with regard to compliance 
with local regulations and standards ? Who should pay for this ? 
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SLIDE 16 QUESTION 13 

What independent research have you done to confirm the competitors’ prices in your target export 
markets ? What can you do going forward to ratify what your partner tells you ? 
 
SLIDE 16 QUESTION 14 

Prepare a matrix including all your products. From your base cost, show all the elements of cost 
and margin for all links in the chain, building finally to the price to the end user. Are you clear now 
where the various margins are being made ? Are these fair and adequate ? 
 
SLIDE 16 QUESTION 15 

How do you manage exchange rates ? How does this affect the lifespan of your price lists ? 
 
SLIDE 17 QUESTION 16 

Which of the “margin” calculations is applied in your target export markets ? What numbers are 
deemed acceptable and desirable in those markets ? How do your numbers compare ? 
 
SLIDE 18 QUESTION 17 

What level of exclusivity are you prepared to grant ? What must your local representative do in 
order to earn exclusivity ? Are you clear that “sole” status can only be offered in the EU ? 
 
SLIDE 18 QUESTION 18 

What can you do to provide more training or support for your partners ? Should you visit more 
often or fund visits for your partner to your own premises ? Might they feel neglected ? 
 
SLIDE 19 QUESTION 19 

What levels of promotion should be undertaken to establish the positioning of your brand ? Is it 
clear where responsibilities for action and cost lie ? Who is controlling all of this ? 
 
SLIDE 20 QUESTION 20 

Looking realistically, are enough of the 4 Ps in place to give your overseas partners a fighting 
chance ? Give yourself 3 priority actions where you can significantly improve this position. 
 
SLIDE 22 QUESTION 21 

What more can you do to ensure that your vision is communicated to the teams of yourself and 
your overseas partner ? 
 
SLIDE 23 QUESTION 22 

Are both parties aware of short term milestones and objectives ? Are incentives and rewards in 
place to help achieve them ? 
 
SLIDE 24 QUESTION 23 

What can you do to improve the quality and frequency of your meetings with your partners ? 
Should you invest in new equipment ? 
 
SLIDE 27 QUESTION 24 

What are the 3 most important KPIs which will help your overseas partners achieve the short term 
progress you both want ? How can you monitor and review these more effectively ? 
 
SLIDE 27 QUESTION 25 

Which KPIs concern your performance in supporting your partners ? Are these monitored ? 


